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1971 Bollywood sci-fi thriller directed by K.n The film starred Vinod Mehra, Rekha, Vinod Khanna and Madan Puri.n It was the sixth highest grossing Indian film of 1947.n Elaan (1971 film) , a Bollywood thriller directed by K. n The film stars Jayavarman II, Vikram Shankara and Annamalai. n Kings of Indian cinema and television Anand and Madhuman Arorahi were cast in the lead roles, Anand played the role of Mervin and Madhun played the role of Merlin.n This picture is often referred to as the
Bollywood Big Three movie: Kumar Bhatt, Vishnu Watanabha and Bhavani Bhatak.n He was also awarded two film awards - Bavaria Film Award and Filmfare Award for Best Supporting Actor. The work was awarded seven Filmfare Awards, including three for best film of the year. n The public release version of the film, two and a half hours shorter than the original, was released in 2009.n n The most popular singles with the song are 14 singles (thirteen songs). n The song "Aanuppalu Vinod" is the most
popular dance song in South India. It has won seven Filmfare awards.n The single "Inaarimani" spent five weeks at number one on the singles charts in South Asia.n The film premiered on November 24, 2015. The film includes three key musical scenes: "Kusan", "Paranamala" and "Oyun Pakan". Critics criticized the film as a whole due to its portrayal of various aspects of Indian village life.However, critics such as K.S. Vashisht, P.J. Sundaram and K.K.Srinivasan, highly appreciated the musical component of
the picture. "All in a Day" is the first single by Rudra Kapoor. "Anaanuppulu Vinnod" is the second single featuring Rudra Kumar. The song "Paraalamani" was Devi's third single released at the end of March 2016. It was followed by the singles "Om Pyaar Ki Aur Oru Naam" and Py
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